Abstract. 186 binary pulsars are shown in the magnetic field versus spin period (B-P) diagram, and their relations to the millisecond pulsars can be clearly seen. We declaim a minimum accretion rate for the millisecond pulsar formation both from the observation and theory. If the accretion rate is lower than the minimum accretion rate, the pulsar in binary system will not become a millisecond pulsar after the evolution.
Analyzing the binary pulsars in B-P diagram
Until now, it has been found 186 binary radio pulsar systems, including 136 millisecond pulsars with the spin period less than 20 milliseconds. Much progress has been achieved in understanding the formations and evolutions of the binary pulsars (Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel 1991; Stairs 2004; Tauris 2012) . In a binary system, with the accreting matter of ∼ 0.1 − 0.2M ⊙ from the companion, a neutron star can be spin up to several milliseconds, while its magnetic field will be changed from ∼ 10 12 G to ∼ 10 8−9 G (Zhang & Kojima 2006; . There exist some possible cases that the single millisecond pulsar can be formed due to the evaporation of companion by the millisecond pulsar radiation (Kluzniak et al. 1988) . Direct supporting of the millisecond pulsar spin-up model has been found, for instance, the accreting X-ray millisecond pulsar SAX J1808.4-3658 with B ∼ 10 8 G and P = 2.49ms is discovered in low mass X-ray binary system (Wijnands & van der Klis 1998) , and double pulsars PSR0737-3039A/B are found with one millisecond pulsar and a normal pulsar (van den Heuvel 2004; Lyne 2004) .
The spin-up line in Fig.1 is also called the equilibrium spin period line (Bhattacharya & van den Heuvel 1991) , which expresses the relationship between the magnetic field and the spin period, when a neutron star is spun up to the Kepler orbital period at the magnetosphere radius. The equation of the spin-up line can be written as: P eq = 2.4(ms)B 6/7
, where P eq is the "equilibrium" spin period, B 9 is the magnetic field in units of 10 9 G,Ṁ is the accretion rate,Ṁ Edd is the maximum possible "Eddington-limit" accretion rate (10 18 g/s), R 6 is the stellar radius in units of 10 6 cm and M is the neutron star mass. Let the accretion rate be 10 18 g/s and 10 15 g/s in the spin-up line equation, there will be two spin-up lines as shown in Fig.1 . With the 186 binary pulsars given in the figure, it can be seen that almost all of the binary pulsars are above the spin-up line with the accretion rate 10 15 g/s. However, there are three exceptions: J0514-4002A, J1801-3210 and J1518+4904. These three binary pulsars lie below the spin-up line withṀ = 10 15 g/s, which correspond to the inferred accretion rates 0.6 × 10 15 g/s, 0.8 × 10 15 g/s and 0.9 × 10 15 g/s, respectively. Thus from the distribution of the binary pulsars in Fig.1 , it can be suggested that 10 15 g/s is 2 Yuanyue Pan, Chengmin Zhang and Na Wang a critical minimum accretion rate for the millisecond pulsar formation. The real ages of millisecond pulsars have not yet been satisfactorily determined, although their characteristic ages can be as long as the Hubble time. During the millisecond pulsar spin-up evolution, the maximum critical accreting mass for a millisecond pulsar to reach the spin period of several milliseconds is about ∆M cr ∼ 0.1 − 0.2M ⊙ Wang, Zhang & Zhao et al. 2011) , and the time of spinning-up should be less than the Hubble age of about t H = 10 10 yrs. Thus, a critical mass accretion rate for a millisecond pulsar formation can be evaluated byṀ cr = ∆M cr /t H ≃ 10 15 g/s . If the accretion rate is much lower than this critical value, the neutron star should have no chance to accrete sufficient mass to be spun-up to a spin period of several milliseconds. 
Conclusion
The 186 binary pulsars in the B-P diagram show us that almost all binary pulsars lie above the minimum spin-up line withṀ = 10 15 g/s. In theory, it can also be deduced that with the maximum accretion mass within Hubble time in binary system, the accretion rate will beṀ 10 15 g/s. If the accretion rate is lower than that value, a pulsar in the binary system will have no chance to become a millisecond one even with the maximum accretion mass during the evolution. So, it can be conclude thatṀ = 10 15 g/s is the minimum rate for the millisecond pulsar formation in the binary system. 
